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WEEK 1

30
MIN

• Describe what procrastination is
• Recognize the wide variety of things we often procrastinate on and reasons we put doing certain  
 things o�
• Recognize the consequences of procrastination and how it a�ects us and others
• Get clear on why it is important to get our work done on time for us and others
• Feel better and achieve more by identifying and practicing ways to stop procrastination
• Learn and implement good habit-forming tips
• Help others feel better and achieve more by inspiring them to stop their own procrastinating
• Connect the weekly theme of, “GET IT DONE” to the monthly theme of, “GETS GOING”

GOALS FOR THE WEEK

As this is the first Monday of the month, please be sure to show the Monthly Video and to present the 
Monthly Kick-O� Activity to students before moving forward. Also be sure to spend a few minutes on 
the Weekly Kick-o�, so students have a good foundation about the week’s focus before proceeding 
with this activity.

Slips of paper with “POKEY TALES” story lines, cut from the handout; Four envelopes for slips; Paper 
and pens or pencils

Total Prep Time: 10 mins.



30
MIN

1) SHARE THE NAME OF THIS ACTIVITY WITH STUDENTS:  
 “POKEY TALES”

STUDENT ACTIVITY:
POKEY TALES

• Explain:
- We are going to complete an activity that will help us think about what happens when someone   
 procrastinates and then learns his or her lesson
- For this activity, you will be placed into small groups
- Each small group will receive an envelope; inside will be a slip of paper with the first few lines of a story  
 about “POKEY” the Procrastinator
- In your groups, each person is going to take a turn at continuing your “POKEY TALE,” working from  
 whatever the last person said
- You can be as creative as possible to make the story fun and interesting
- Also, you will want to remember the lines you share, because each group will recite their story aloud  
 for everyone to enjoy
- There will be three rounds that will help us all tell our complete “POKEY TALES”

• Break the large group into smaller groups of 4-5 students
• The groups should sit in small circles
• Provide writing materials for students to share
• Complete the first round of the activity by asking one student from each group to pick an envelope  
 with a “POKEY TALE” handout slip 
• The first student volunteer in each group will read the first line of the story, and say what happens  
 next. For example: “POKEY the Procrastinator had a huge science project due the next day at school,  
 but instead of working on his project he…”
- “Took a spaceship to the moon with his dog sparky and…”
• Other students in the group can then volunteer or they can go around the circle so that each of them  
 has an opportunity to create a new line of the story, continuing with everything “POKEY” did instead  
 of doing what the first line of the story says. For example:
- “Then he rode his skateboard to the beach and met a sea turtle named Wolly and…”
- “Then he painted a picture of an ice cream cone on his little sister’s face and…”
• Students should be as creative as possible and make the story fun and interesting
• Allow up to 4 minutes for students to complete the first round
• While students are sharing their lines, collect the envelopes and place the next set of story strips in  
 the appropriate envelopes. For example 1B will go in the envelope labeled 1; 2B will go in the 
 envelope labeled 2, etc.
• Check in with each group at the 4 minute mark to be sure they’re ready to share their stories
• Ask groups to take turns reciting their story to the large group

SET UP THE “POKEY TALES” ACTIVITY:2)

START ROUND 1 OF THE “POKEY TALE” ACTIVITY:3)
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• Now another student from each group should will receive a new line to the story from the same  
 envelope their group was given before
• That student will read the line, and say what happens next
• In this round, students will continue the story about the consequences that happen to “POKEY”   
 because he procrastinates. For example: “Because POKEY put o� working on his science project   
 he…”

START ROUND 2 OF THE “POKEY TALE” ACTIVITY:4)



• Ask a third student in each group to now get their final slip that has a third line to the story 
• That student is to open the envelope, read the line, and say what happens next
• The student should add a line that explains what happened to “POKEY” when he stops 
 procrastinating. For example: “When his next science project was due, POKEY told himself to just  
 “Do it now! Do it now!” He stopped procrastinating and got his project done on time so…”
- “His teacher gave him an A+…”
- “His mom and dad took him to Disneyworld…”
- “He met a movie star on a rollercoaster ride and…”
- “The movie star asked him to be in his next movie and…”
- “POKEY starred in the movie and became famous overnight and…”
• Again have students take turns completing the story in their groups
• Allow 5 minutes for students to complete the third round
• Then ask each group to recite the ends to their stories to large group

START ROUND 3 OF THE “POKEY TALE” ACTIVITY:5)

• How were our “POKEY TALES” silly and unlike real life?
• What parts of our stories, though, were like something we have experienced in real life?
• What happens when we put things o� until the last minute? Is there usually just one consequence or  
 are there many?
• Do the consequences a�ect just us, or could they a�ect others too?
• How, specifically, do they impact you? 
• How does putting things o� a�ect others? Can you share a few examples?
• What could you do to make sure you “GET YOUR WORK DONE,” instead of putting it o� until the last  
 minute?
• How do we “win” when we get our responsibilities done in time with free time to spare?

AT THE END OF THE ACTIVITY, ASK:6)

THANK STUDENTS FOR THEIR CREATIVITY, WHEN IT CAME TO EXPLORING THE 
THINGS THAT CAN DISTRACT US FROM “GETTING IT DONE” AND THE CONSE-
QUENCES AND BENEFITS OF “GETTING IT DONE.” SUGGEST STUDENTS THINK 
ABOUT THEIR OWN “TALES” OF PROCRASTINATION AND “GETTING IT DONE,” AS A 
WAY TO STAY MOTIVATED AND TO NOT FALL INTO THE RUT OF PUTTING THINGS 
OFF. 

7)
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- JACKIE ROBINSON

THIS AIN’T FUN. BUT YOU WATCH ME, I’LL GET 
IT DONE!

- “Woke up late for school and couldn’t find his shoes and…”
- “Ended up wearing his slippers to school and…”
- “All the kids laughed at his slippers and…”
- “He turned in his project late and received a bad grade and…”
- “He wasn’t allowed to skateboard to the beach anymore to see Wolly and…”
• Again, have students take turns completing the “consequences” part of their stories within their   
 groups
• Collect the envelopes and place the last story strips (1C, 2C, etc.) in the appropriate envelopes
• Allow 5 minutes for students to complete the second round
• Then ask each group to recite this part of their stories to large group



GET IT DONE.  POKEY TALE 
FEB 2

Cut each set of slips and place each “A” slip in an envelope with the corresponding number on the front. 
Then be prepared to add the “B” and “C” slips to those same envelopes when the time is right.

PROCRASTINATION EXAMPLES CONSEQUENCES NEXT TIME HAPPY ENDING 

1A:  
Pokey the Procrastinator promised to 
help his mom with a big clean-up project 
at home, but instead of working on his 
project he…  

1B:  
Because Pokey put o� doing what he 
promised, he...  

1C:  
The next time Pokey’s mom asked  him 
to help her on a big house project, he 
said, “I’LL GET THAT DONE, MOM! ” and 
he… 

2A:  
Pokey the Procrastinator owed his 
English project team the pictures for 
their presentation by tomorrow , but 
instead of working on the pictures he… 

2B:  
Because Pokey put o� doing his 
part of the project, he...  

2C:  
The next time Pokey had work to do on 
a team project, he got the work done 
early and he…  

3A:  
Pokey the Procrastinator knew he 
needed to study extra for his math test , 
but instead of studying for the test  he… 

3B:  
Because Pokey put o� studying like he 
needed to, he...  

3C:  
The next time Pokey had to study for a 
big test, he told himself, “I CAN DO 
THIS” and he…  

4A:  
Pokey the Procrastinator had a big pile 
of dishes he had to do as part of his 
weekend chores, but instead of doing 
those dishes he… 

4B:  
Because Pokey put o� doing the dishes, 
he...  

4C:  
The next time Pokey had a big chore to 
get done on the weekend, he did it first 
thing and then he…  


